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The  BRAINS 01 – Breakthrough Researches and Actions International Network in Suceava – 1

st
 edition, is a multi-scientific event, 

organized between October 30 and  November 1 2015 in  Voronet – in the magical county of Bucovina, full of UNESCO World Heritage Site. 

The General Organizer is ROSPHET (Romanian Society for Philosophy Engineering and Technoethics), in collaboration and cooperation 

with: 

-  “Stefan cel Mare University” – through the EPHES Research Center of the Faculty of History and Geography – created by the Department 

of Social, Human and Political Sciences; 

- EDUSOFT (SMART conferences; 

- the European Jurnal of Science and Theology (Iasi, Romania); 

- various entities of the University of Crete, Greece; 

- LUMEN Publishing House, Ia;I, Romania; 

- the Humanities Journal (Switzerland); 

- Jnana-Deepa Vidyapeeth: Institute of Philosophy and Religion, Pune, Maharashtra, India; 

-  the Universidad Autonoma de Ciudad Juarez, Mexic; 

-, the Ibn Khaldun Center for Research and Studies, Amman, Jordan 

- The Beyond Transhumanism Network 

& 

other research and academic entities 

 

 

The General Chair of the BRAINS multi-conferences is Professor Viorel Guliciuc – “Stefan cel Mare” University, Suceava, Romania – 

President of ROSPHET/SRFIT 

 

 

The main aim is to offer to the young researchers and members of the academic community a frame to share and challenge their revolutionary or 

innovative ideas, for the (future) public defend of their work, during international acclaimed conferences, in order to select the best papers for 

fast publishing in internationally recognized journals – European Journal of Science and Theology, Humanities, Brain, Postmodern Openings 

a.o. 

  

 

For now, the conferences organized in the BRAINS frame are: 

PHEADE 

EPHES 

SMART 

 

 

The PHEADE (Philosophy of Engineering and Artifact in the Digital Age) conference - 2015 - 7
th

 edition is organized under the umbrella 

theme: THE ARTIFACTED REALITY 

 

 

Tracks: 

a. What is Reality? 

b. How Reality is Made? 

c. Challenges in the Study of Reality 

 

 

Chairs:  

Viorel Guliciuc – “Stefan cel Mare” University, Suceava, Romania 

Kuruvilla Pandikattu – Jnana-Deepa Vidyapeeth (Institute of Philosophy and Religion), Pune, India 

Dan Milici – “Stefan cel Mare” University, Suceava, Romania 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pune
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KEYSPEAKERS 
 

 

 

 

REALITY AS RELATIONSHIP:  

CONTEMPORARY PHYSICS AND CATHOLIC TRADITION 
 

Professor PhD Kuruvilla Pandikattu SJ, 

Jnana-Deepa Vidyapeeth (Institute of Philosophy and Religion),  

Pune, Maharashtra, India 

kuru@jdv.edu.in 
 

In this article I try to indicate that  reality is basically relational. Starting from the day-to-day experience of 

counting, I show that much more than individual monads or numerals (0-9), it is the positioning or patterns that matter in 

real life. Then I take up one   contemporary scientific theory to show the significance of relationality. Thereafter, I  

proceed to reflect on some anthropological issues like the renewal of the cells in the body and the notion of personality, as 

the focus of our attention. Finally I  indicate the relationship between the scientific notion of “centre of gravity” and that of 

the self and show that the self (and reality itself) is in fact a network of interrelating entities.  Thus both from a scientific 

and Catholic perspectives, I want to explore reality primarily as relationship – forces, interaction, exchange and dynamic 

energy. 
Keywords: non-locality, centre of gravity, realism, relationship, quantum mechanics, Bell’s Theorem. 

 

 

 

 

A GRIP ON MIND? 
 

Associate Professor PhD Colin Schmidt,  

Le Mans University/Université du Maine,  

Laval, France 

colin.schmidt@univ-lemans.fr 
 

The self-evoked situations of REM dreaming are pertinent for consciousness theory verifications, but is selfhood 

fully activated in this context? Continental mind-body problem philosophy is not always exploited although it could add 

precision to research at the intersection of dreams, memory and minds. Physicalistic evaluations of cognition absent from the 

brain is herein commented upon. Dialogical perspectives on the dreams-memory equation proposed by many psychologists 
are the motivation for this commentary-type presentation. The 'human mind liberty contraint' is an import construct of my 

current cognitive theorisations and as such is an artifact of our comtemporary life. With the predominance of neurological or 

other phsysicalist accounts of cognition, I believe it is high time to draw attention to the workings of mind as well as its 

context. 

Keywords: consciousness theory,dreams-memory equation,  human mind 
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PARTICIPANTS 
 

 

QUANTUM METAPHYSICS. A PERSPECTIVE ON SINGULARITY 
 

PhD Antonio SANDU 

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

Researcher at LUMEN Research Center in Social and Humanistic Sciences,  

Executive Director of UNESCO Chair in Bioethics – Romania. 

antonio1907@yahoo.com 

  

This paper starts with Nick Bostrom’s statement according to which we cannot rationally reject the fact that we live 

in a simulated reality inside a quantic super-computer, possibly extra-terrestrial.  We will try to examine the 

consequences of this hypothesis from the perspective of the theory of phonematic emanation from Abhinavagupta’s 

philosophy (950-1020 AD, kashmirian philosopher and mystic).  

According to this theory, the entire development/ winding of reality is based on 36 levels of reality that develop and 
wrap instantly, starting from 3 universally known forces, namely will, action and knowledge.  

Projecting these forces onto the Consciousness of the Supreme Subject generates Reality as an Illusion of 

differentiating between Subject/Object.  

Our hypothesis is that Abhinavagupta’s philosophy can be placed at the base of developing a philosophy of 

singularity, which we call Quantum Metaphysics.  

In the context of this research, we accept an extended definition of the concept of singularity, as being that moment 

of humanity development where none of the previous legislations are no longer applicable, the unpredictability of 

the human evolution being complete.  

Technological singularity, being determined by the emergence of Artificial Intelligence, self-consciousness, is a 

particular case of singularity, along with the virtualization of social space etc.  

Keywords: singularity, quantum metaphysics, quantum super-computer, simulation.  

 

 

 „REALITY“ AND HER MENTAL PROJECTION: FROM CORRELATION TO OPPOSITION 

 

PhD   George CEAUŞU  

       Faculty of Philosophy and Social - Political Sciences 

       „Al. I. Cuza“ University, Iași 

       ceausu@uaic.ro  

 

 We will give to the physical or real world the connotation we have been accustomed to by physicists: the 

image that the contemporary reality offers us about the universe. Trying to project the concept of „reality“ on a 

mental plan, we will obtain a number of 16 „labels“: 6 correlated to reality, 6 opposed to reality and 4 other, mixed, 

about which we will give more details. We will not remain  in this relativist stage, but we will advo-cate for a 

reprezentational realism (according to John Roger Searle's term). 

 Keywords: real, fictional, imaginary, virtual, ordering or opposite relationships between concepts. 

 

         

COGNITIVE ARCHITECTURES BASED ON PHYSICAL OR SOCIAL REPRESENTATIONS 

 

PhD   Felicia CEAUȘU 

Institutul de Științe Social - Economice „Gh. Zane“, Iaşi 

ceausufelicia@yahoo.com  

& 

PhD   George CEAUŞU  

Facultatea de Filosofie şi Ştiinţe Social - Politice, 

Universitatea „Al. I. Cuza“, Iaşi 

ceausu@uaic.ro  

 

 Cognitive or mental architectures are comprised of modules type models input - output of the central 

nervous system activity built using  white, black or gray „boxes“ and the relationship of determination. Despite the 

myriad differences between biochemical and electronic processing of information, mental architectures contribute to 
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the establishment of a common language between human and animal intelligence (taking into account static and 

dynamic frames). Based on that cultural and social representations share a „situational“ semiotics, we use a common 

language with connection to referentiality or not, for physical or social representations. 

 Keywords: cognitive (mental) architecture, mental / social / cultural representations. 

 

 

ONTOLOGICAL AND ETHICAL ISSUES  

IN THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIADS OF ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS 

 

PhD  Laurentiu Dan Milici 
“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

dam@eed.usv.ro 

& 

PhD  Cristian Pirghie 

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

& 

  Teacher  Victor Sutac 

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

& 

Teacher Petru Craciun 

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

 
The 8th edition of the International Olympiad of Astronomy and Astrophysics took place in Romania between 1 and 

10 August 2014. The event brought together 44 teams from 37 countries. 

The local organizers were: "Stefan cel Mare" University of Suceava, School Inspectorate of Suceava, Cygnus 

Scientific Society - UNESCO Centre, the Council of Suceava County, the City Halls of Suceava, Fălticeni, Gura 

Humorului, the Village Hall of Marginea, the Bukovina Museum Complex, and Dragomirna Monastery. 

The Opening Ceremony IOAA 2014 was presented by Cygnus Scientific Society member Nicole Vasilcovschi, and 

Cezar Mititiuc, a teacher from Ciprian Porumbescu High School in Suceava. The ceremony was organized inside the 

newly restored Fortress of Suceava. Young talented highs school students from Ciprian Porumbescu High School, 

the Children’s Palace Suceava and Iasi performed in a show consisting of modern and traditional dances and songs.  

The five parts of the competition were: 

1. A 30-miunte observational test at the Planetarium at the Observatory of Suceava University which included 
two parts. The first part was held in the Planetarium’s  Dome in which the participants had to identify celestial 

objects projected on dome and to make measurements within 30 minutes. The second part consisted of solving 

problems using celestial maps. 

2. A five-hour theoretical test which included 18 problems of great difficulty. Some of these problems used 

spherical trigonometry concepts and notions of general relativity and motion in central force field. This was held in 

the Great Hall of the Conacul Domnesc Tourist Complex in Suceava. 

3. A four-hour data analysis which included three complex problems that was also held at the Conacul 

Domnesc Tourist Complex. 

4. A practical observational test using 35 astronomical telescopes with mirror diameters of 200mm, focal 

length of 1m, and equatorial mount EQ-5 which was held within the walls of the Dragomirna Monastery. 

5. A two-hour team test involving solving and modeling a complex hypothetical problem involving an 

asteroid destined for impact with Earth. The competitors had to find solutions to prevent the impact and this test was 
held in the Sports Hall of the Ariniş Touristical Complex in Gura Humorului.  

The problems for the theoretical, data analysis, and team test were proposed by the renowned physics authority Dr. 

Mihail Sandu from  Călimăneşti. The observational and practical tests were proposed by Dr. Cristian Pîrghie, 

Director of the Astronomical Observatory at Stefan cel Mare University of Suceava. The aforementioned academics 

were congratulated by the Olympiad’s plenary board and  participants for the beauty of the problems and the balance 

of the notions needed to solve them. 

The samples of the Olympiad were interspered with visits to the mountains of Suceava county where the participants were 

received in a traditional way by students and their teachers, participated in different sporting activities, visited museums, 

and had meetings with renowned Romanian sciencests, organized by the physicist Dr. Mihai Dimian, vice-rector of 

Suceava’s University. 

They looked to the rays from the deep of the cosmos, which collided with their retinas every evening in an attempt to 
demonstrate that they are the best of their generation, and that they, the 197 participants, represent the future of world 

astronomy. 

To them were added 100 teachers and observers from participant countries, 70 evaluator teachers (renowned researchers from 

astronomical observatories and astronomy teachers who teach in Romania), 50 guides (coordinated by Associate Professor 

Dr. Dan Milici from Suceava’s University), 32 scholar inspectors and more than 150 teachers and volunteer students. 
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A newsletter of the International Olympiad was produced every two days and a booklet was published with all of the 

information necessary for the participants. They were made by volunteer students under the guidance of scholar inspector, 

Carmen-Gina Ciobîcă, and of teacher Daniela Dungeanu, director of Petru Rareş High School in Suceava. 

The International Olympiad Regulation requires that the accompanying teachers stay in another city away from the 

campus of the participants student, so that they cannot interact with the students during the test period. Therefore, the 

foreign teachers and evaluators stayed at a hotel in the tourist town of Gura Humorului while the students stayed in 

Suceava. 

Over several days the subjects were discussed and translated by foreign teachers who stayed to analyze everything in long 

sessions that stretched late into the night. A particularly noteworthy effort was made by the chairpersons: general scholar 
inspector Assistant Professor Dr. Sorin Trocaru, Lecturer Dr. Camelia Pîrghie, and Lecturer Dr. Cristian Pîrghie. The 

efforts of the Gura Humorului City Hall and the Alexandru Cel Bun High School directorate should be noted which, 

together with very active volunteers coordinated by Scholar Inspector Dr. Constantin Tiron and by the teacher Mihaela 

Ursaciuc, ensured the best possible conditions for the local activities. 

It is difficult to express the joy, eagerness, excitement, and happiness of the participants at the awards ceremony held on 

the plateau in front of Suceava’s University. The award and closing  ceremonies of the International Olympiad were 

organized by the rector of the University of Suceava, Professor Dr. Valentin Popa. The brief artistic program highlighted 

multicultiral fabric of Bukovina and was followed, under a sky streaked with Perseid meteors, by the announcement of the 

prizes: 36 honorable mentions, 39 bronze medals, 39 silver medals, and 14 gold medals. To these were added numerous 

other awards. 

We have to mention the great winners. Just like last year, the highest score of the Olympiad was obtained by Denis Turcu 

from Braila, Romania. The  best work paper for the data analysis test was by the Iranian Shahabeddin Mohin. The best 
work paper for the theoretical test was obtained by Costel Cretu from Suceava, Romania, and the prize for innovation was 

obtained by the Iraninan Alireza Alavi.In term of the national rankings, Romania earned the highest score, followed by 

Iran and Singapore. The team contest was won by Team Canada, followed by Brazil, Thailand and Lithuania. 

Although astronomy is not a discipline that can be studied in Romanian highschools, the high school students who 

represented Romania achieved six gold medals and four silver medals. Like them are several hundred young people trying to 

understand the mysteries of astrophysics through circles and clubs across the country and guided by hardworking teachers. 

Keywords: astronomy, cosmological models, reality 

 

 

IMAGINAR ŞI TEORIE ŞTIINŢIFICĂ 

(THE IMAGINARY AND THE SCIENTIFIC THEORIES) 
 

PhD  Niadi CERNICA 

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

niadicernica@gmail.com 

 

Faptele observate şi experimentele sunt întotdeauna integrate în corpuri teoretice explicative, iar adevărul 

ştiinţific se situează fie la nivelul datelor elementare observate, fie la nivelul explicaţiei teoretice în care sunt cuprinse. 

Potrivit gândirii actuale în domeniul filosofiei ştiinţei, adevărul se situează totuşi la nivelul explicaţiei teoretice, 

derivată din corpul teoretic general al ştiinţei respective. Faptele observate pot primi explicaţii diferite în corpuri 

teoretice diferite (explicaţia evoluţiei pe cer a unei planete diferă de la astronomia antică la cea contemporană). Corpul 

teoretic al ştiinţelor cuprindea în trecut elemente inexistente ca vidul, transmutarea elementelor, calităţile substanţelor, 
generarea spontană etc. Aceste elemente sunt uneori imaginare, simple explicaţii sau liant al unor teorii mai largi. Face 

parte imaginarul din adevar? Trebuie oare să regândim ideea de adevăr ştiinţific, adică să separăm explicaţia teoretică 

de adevărul observat? Aceste probleme vor fi abordate în lucrarea noastră. 

 

 

THE RECONSTRUCTION OF THE LOGICAL PRINCIPLES SYSTEM  

THROUGH THE IDENTITY PRINCIPLE 

 

PhD Marius Costel EŞI  

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

mariusesi@yahoo.com 

 
The idea of identity from the philosophical point of view sends to a special methodological dynamics.  Thus, 

between the scientific theories, this idea reveals an ontological, epistemological and logical problematic.  Moreover, 

the conceptual dimensions of transdisciplinary approaches expresses the need to reassess the logical principles (in 

this case, this analysis focuses on analyzing the principle of identity).  

It is a structural approach and an explanation of reality in relation to the concept of ”level of reality”. Therefore, this 

analysis proposes a systemic analysis of how the principle of identity is presented, how it can be reassessed 

(methodological and science) and also how to become self-sufficient in terms of pragmatic level scientific theory . 

Keywords: the principle of identity, logical principles, scientific theory, level of reality 
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REALITATEA SOCIALĂ CA REZULTAT AL SCHIMBĂRILOR PRODUSEDE FENOMENUL 

MIGRAȚIEI INERNAȚIONALE 

 (SOCIAL REALITY AS RESULT OF THE INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION) 

 

PhD  Cristina CORMOŞ 

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

cristinacormos@yahoo.com 

 

În mod direct sau indirect, schimbarea apare la nivelul tuturor elementelor implicate în fenomenul migraţiei. Fie că 
această schimbare apare ca urmare a unor mişcări a populaţiei, fie că apare în sisteme bine închegate şi înrădăcinate, 

ca urmare a unor reacţii individuale sau de grup, schimbarea apare ca o condiţie naturală şi normală a vieţii ce 

caracterizează realitatea socială.  

Orice individ sau grup este marcat de realitatea socială, inducând anumite schimbări se fac remarcate la nivele 

distincte. 

Societatea, în care se produce schimbarea într-un mod regulat şi necontrolat, nu reprezintă doar un anumit număr de 

indivizi, ci o realitate nouă şi distinctă, care a înglobat membrii întregii societăţi şi care nu se regăseşte în totalitate 

la niciunul dintre indivizi.  

Realitatea socială este deci transindividuală pentru că depăşeşte individul şi are propria sa viaţă, însă ea îşi are 

temeiul în interacţiunile dintre indivizi.  

De la aceste interacţiuni şi acţiuni, indivizii implicați în fenomenul migrației internaționale îşi împărtăşesc între ei 

idei, păreri, opţiuni şi adoptă anumite comportamente şi atitudini care prezintă transformări în modul de a acţiona şi 
interacţiona, care atrage de la sine producerea schimbării individuale şi colective.  

Scopul prezentului articol este de a evidenția noua realitate socială prin prisma schimbărilor apărute ca urmare a 

fenomenului migrației internaționale. 

Cuvinte cheie: realitate socială, migrație, schimbare, individ, interacțiune  

 

 

LOGICA ÎN ORIZONTUL CATEGORIILOR SEMIOTICE 

(LOGIC IN THE HORIZON OF THE SEMIOTIC CATEGORIES) 

 

PhD  Marius CUCU 

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 
marius_cucu123@yahoo.com 

 

PhD  candidate   Oana LENȚA 

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

oanalenta@yahoo.com 

 

Când analizăm raportul dintre universul logicii şi semiologie, respectiv modul în care logica se manifestă în 

orizontul gândirii semiotice, se cere a sublinia importanţa revoluţiei aduse în îndreptarea atenţiei şi conştiinţei 

filosofice spre dimensiunea limbajului.  

Astfel, o cotitură cel puţin la fel de mare ca întoarcerea filosofiei la condiţiile cunoaşterii subiectului ce reflectează 

la sine însuşi o reprezintă îndreptarea atenţiei înspre limbaj ca instrument adecvat sau inadecvat pentru cunoaşterea 
lumii.  

În acest context vom  supune dezbaterii câteva abordări ale lui Wittgenstein, Russel sau Frege şi influenţa pe care au 

avut-o în cercetările ulterioare în domeniu 

Cuvinte cheie: cuantificator, variabilă, funcţie de adevăr,  

 

 

REALITY AND THE TECHNOLOGICAL SINGULARITY 

 

PhD candidate Roxana-Ionela ACHIRICESEI 

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

rachiricesei@yahoo.com 

 
In the XXI century, when the technology increases day by day without ordinary people to notice, with all the new 

movies –that all approach the scientific domain area or for others science fiction area- , with all the gadgets, the 

medical discovery, the scientific evolution, it is hard to say what is real and what is the imagination of a human 

being, what is natural reality and what is created reality.  

When you wake up in the morning you find the same things in the same order in your room, in your house. When 

you look up the window you can see that same things as yesterday or last week – or for years - are in front of your 

apartment or of your house, and you can say that you woke up to reality. But what if the things are not that way? 

What if it is not real? So, we need to ask ourselves: what is reality? 
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Everything seems to be changed in the past 20 years – technologically speaking – so it kind of gives the impression that 

someone else or something else is creating the reality we live in. There are so many things and events that overcome 

human mind, so they could ask themselves if it is real, if it is a part of reality what is happening.  

Today’s technology is often said to be developing at an exponential rate. Nowhere is this more evident than among 

those who believe we are approaching the Singularity – a moment when technological development outstrips our 

ability to understand it, much less manage it. But this doesn’t stand up to closer examination. What we perceive in 

the short term as explosive progress may dissolve into near stasis if we take a longer view. Hooked to a computer, 

your brain will be able to answer a question before you even knew to ask it. What does this even mean? Well, it 

means we’ll have connected our brains to computers. They will be able to monitor everything we hear, see and 
think, plus everything in our email box and answer our questions before we’ve thought of them. In fact, we are 

already connecting our minds and bodies to computers. 

The normal and usual actions of our day by day tasks make us think that we are living the reality. The systems and 

the technological era make us think we live in a created world, in a science fiction world. 

The more we probe it the harder it becomes to comprehend. So do we make reality or in the technological 

singulariry’s era reality makes us? 

Keywords: reality, technological singularity, technology, progress, technological singulariry’s era 

 

 

THE HUMAN BEHAVIOR - RESPONSIBILITY OF ETHICS  

TOWARDS HUMAN BEINGS, HUMANITY AND NATURE IN A TECHNOLOGIZED SOCIETY 

 
PhD candidate Mihaela BOBOC (MUTU) 

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

mutu_mihaela87@yahoo.com 

 

It is easy to notice, to observe that the industrial revolution and the scientific progress had led the nowadays society 

in front of a real dilemma of responsibilities, because, quite often, thirst for knowledge, innovation and progress led 

to real disasters. 

In this context, it is necessary to question the limits of technological development in the society because the vision 

upon its development has changed. Nowadays concerns are moving toward making responsible use possible 

emergence of a new area, named techno ethics. 

In this era in which society is based on knowledge and progress, it is essential to satisfying the needs of technology, 
but its use should accord importance to all living entities. 

Keywords: human behaviour, ethics of responsabilities, technologized society, knowledge-based society , 

technoethics. 

 

 

COULD WE CALL "REALITY" THE LIFE THAT WE SPEND IN THE VIRTUAL SPACE? 

  

PhD candidate Anisoara Andreea BONDAR,  

“Ştefan cel Mare” University, Suceava 

bondarandreea@gmail.com  

 
In this article I intend to analyse the relation  between  real and virtual, also, the science implications  at the human’s 

level.  

Society individually represents a dwelt reality and the scientific  theory  supposes to be a  prior agreement which it 

makes us to look for , beyond the social facts, their sense/significance. As social being, each human is involved in the 

interpretation of social phenomena, all these appearing as practices, behaviors, relations etc.  

I will try to bring   arguments in the matter of transposing social facts in the on-line space therewith the 

consequences of the intellectual development of the being . Simply, writing for on-line platform adduces to us a 

contextualisation that becomes, automatically, a form of imaginary nature , fiction. Even if we write about ourselves  

(in a way or another, we always write about ourselves ,as a form of testimony), fiction is a cutout, a hypostasis, of  

memory or of perception, for many other people.  

The imagination, which we ordinarily equivalate with fiction (fiction work = imagination work), is overstrained and 

not secure. But you, as a maven you display what you precisely wish to be known about your person, on-line, that 
leads us to a concealing , an evasion of the world, thus how real could you be?, firstly with you  and then, with the 

others, it is wasted much from the  face to face communication where there are transmitted the most genuine 

emotions and personal under goings . 

Keywords:  on-line network, communication , philosophy,  
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DESPRE DUMNEZEU, LUMEA MODERNĂ ȘI MAGIA ȘTIINȚEI 

(ON GOD, THE MODERN WORLD AND THE MAGIC OF SCIENCE) 

                                                                 

  PhD candidate  Ştefan GROSU1
  

Bucharest University 

stefangrossu@yahoo.com 

 

Lumea modernă este fascinată de ştiinţa care poate face viața confortabilă. De pildă, astazi nu ne putem imagina 

viața fară laptop și smartphone. Totuși viata omului rămâne limitată, iar omul îl caută  toată viața pe Dumnezeu. Dar 
problema lui Dumnezeu nu poate fi pusă în termeni tranşanţi ştiinţifici.  

Persoanele care nu cred prezintă doar argumente subiective rezultate din expriență lor personală. Ele sunt tributare 

unui egoism atroce care nu le dă voie să admită că există un Creator responsabil cu ordinea universală. Chiar dacă 

au avut educaţie religioasă în şcoală sau în familie, nu au citit cu atenţie niciun text religios autentic, ci îşi iau 

informaţii de pe diverse pagini web care decretează că doar ştiinţa este raţională şi că Dumnezeu nu există.  Nu este 

vorba aici de problema care poate fi abordată în termeni categorici şi simplişti pentru că Dumnezeu ,,nu poate fi 

legat de nimic altceva prin categoria cauzalităţii” (Etinne Gilson, Dumnezeu şi filosofia, Editura Galaxia Gutenberg, 

Târgu Lăpuş, 2005, p. 96).  

Oamenii de ştiinţă pot spune doar cum se întâmplă lucrurile şi nu de ce se întâmplă. De pildă un fizician sau un 

chimist nu vor putea explica niciodată de ce apa fierbe la 100 grade celsius şi îngheaţă ia 0 grade celsius, ei doar vor 

consemna acest fenomen.  Chiar dacă o persoană se întreabă dacă Dumnezeu există sau nu aceasta nu înseamnă că 

respectiva persoană  va încerca să facă o demonstraţie ştiinşifică despre existenţa sau non existenţa lui Dumnezeu. 
Este vorba aici  de o problemă existenţială a respectivei persoane.  

Aşadar este o chestiune subiectivă a respectivei persoane care ,,apare întodeauna în istorie ca răspuns la o problemă 

existenţială, adică în calitate de de ce al unei existenţe” (ibidem, p. 101). Dumnezeu este  cel ce este: ,,Eu sunt Cel ce 

sunt” (Exod 3). Aici nu este vorba de o experienţă statică, este vorba despre Dumnezeul dinamic, ,,o realitate vie.. 

care nu există doar pentru sine, ci este întotdeauna în compania oamenilor, pe care îi iubeşte şi întră în comuniune cu 

ei” (Vladimir Petercă, Introducere în teologia biblică, curs, Institutul Teologic Romano-Catolic, Bucureşti).   

Cuvinte cheie: lume modernă, Dumnezeu, știință 

 

 

IS TRANSHUMANISM A FUTURE RELIGION? 
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We define transhumanism as a technological and philosophical movement which supports the modification of the 

human condition by means of the new technologies in order to improve the human condition. Transhumanism 

enjoys popularity especially among the scientific community because it specifically aims at human accessorizing in 

order to provide the individual with the best conditions for a better life. 

In this article we will analyse the concept of transhumanism as a possible future religion. In our approach we will 

bring into question the fact that through human accessorizing we could achieve artificial immortality, which is 

similar to the eternal life promised by Christianity. We will start from the idea of eternal life, which will be analysed 
from the Christian perspective and then we will bring up for discussion mind downloading as a form of eternal life. 

In order to argue that transhumanism is a possible religion, we will analyse the concept of immortality starting from 

the idea that we do not need to die in order to live forever, which would influence the vast majority of the 

individuals from the current humanoid species. 

Keywords: transhumanism, religion, immortality, human enhancement, Christianity   
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The world reveals itself to man as a multiplicity, as the sum of simple unitary elements, of which man himself is the 

most important as a being among other beings. For the time being, we consider this aspect of the world as given, 

therefore real, and since we do not develop it consciously, but find it made as such, we call it perception.  We 

perceive ourselves in this world of perceptions, too.  
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Yet, this self-perception would simply be like any other if it did not generate somethingthat can connect perceptions 

in general, thus creating a link between the entirety of all these perceptions and our self. This something which 

springs out of self-perception is not mere perception any longer. Nor is it something that we can take for granted, as 

reality is.  

At first, we are under the impression that this something is related to a certain quality we have of being in absolute 

control of our own self.  But when it comes to its inner significance, it is above this self. It adds conceptual 

determinations to our way of perceiving reality, with connections between each other and a sense of overall unity. 

This ”something” is reason, and the ideal determinations are concepts and ideas.  

That is why reason is, first and foremost, expressed in the inner reality; but it is not purely subjective, since the self 
becomes a subject only with the help of reason. This reasonable way of relating to ourselves is an essential 

determinant of our personalities. But with it we can only exist on a purely idealistic level. In this case, we would 

simply be creatures whose existence would be limited to purely conceptual connections between two realities, the 

outer one and the inner one.   

If we call such a connection based on reason <knowledge>, and if we define the state of knowing as the wellbeing 

based on the same connection, then we should consider ourselves as exclusively knowledgeable and real beings- 

supposing the assumption above proved to be true. 

Yet, in reality, the assumption does not prove to be true. We do not solely project our perceptions to ourselves 

ideally, through concepts, we also consider feelings, since we are creatures whose life contents is purely conceptual. 

The realist sees in feelings a more realistic life of the personality than in the purely idealistic element of controlling 

reality through reason. As, according to the fundamental principle of reality, everything that can be perceived is real, 

the feeling is proof of the reality of our own personalities.  
The form of existence in which inner life is revealed becomes a true principle of reality to the individual. 

Keywords: reality, real, reason, perception, living, being 
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Timpul este element primordial al creării şi al evoluţiei omenirii. Chronos şi Kairos, moştenire de 

necontestat din antichitatea greacă, sunt fii şi imaginea lui Aion, eternul. Antrenaţi într-un nesfârşit şi nemilos 

conflict unul împotriva celuilalt, ei ne sunt prezentaţi ca fiind radical opuşi. Chronos, dansatorul, se afirmă drept 

model al regularităţii şi al repetabilităţii; dansul său, ciclic, periodic, poate fi descompus, este analizabil, imitabil; 

paşii şi gesturile sale sunt ale apolinicului tulburat care cere consimţământul şi face conştiinţele să se plieze legilor 

sale ritmate. 

Cât despre Kairos, acesta se arată în acelaşi timp, săritor şi acrobat derutant; ritmul său sacadat, cvasi-

dionisiac, conferă mişcărilor lui unicitate şi totalitate, provocare şi irepetabilitate, risc, angajare şi aventură; el invită 

conştiinţele să rămână ca şi el, temerare. 

Chronos, docilul, şi Kairos neîmblânzitul, se află într-un etern şi neîncetat conflict: Chronos creează lumea 

şi o conduce; Kairos o aneantizează pentru a o crea după bunul său plac; şi această rivalitate fără început şi fără 
sfârşit continuă, în mod fatal şi crud, fără învingător şi fără învins, Kairos demascându-l pe Chronos cel viclean; 

Chronos molestându-l pe Kairos cel aspru şi rebel, sub privirea fixată asupra lor de către Aion cel impasibil, la 

asigurarea duratei eterne a domniei căruia ambii participă şi concură. 

Acest antagonism vechi de când lumea s-a soldat în aparenţă cu victoria lui Chronos asupra lui Kairos, 

victorie care datează din Evul Mediu, şi care a fost pregatită de către Aristotel şi Plotin. 

În fapt, şters din vocabularul filosofic, în asemenea măsură încât este dificil să-i găsim un echivalent în 

orice limbă, de exemplu, Kairos a stiut să-şi ia revanşa impunându-se în limba greacă, în detrimentul lui Chronos. A 

trebuit ca Bergson să distrugă sistemul impus de-a lungul timpului în favoarea lui Chronos, arătând cât de artificială 

era conceperea temporalităţii, şi ca ideea timpului, o redutabilă construcţie a inteligenţei, era orientată numai, şi 

aceasta într-o optică pe de-a-ntregul carteziană, spre descompunerea continuităţii unitare a duratei: o optică inspirată 

din divizibilitatea spaţiului real în faţa cărora se opreşte conştiinţa. Demonstraţiile bergsoniene despre caracterul 

artificial al ideii de timp, au facut din acesta o succesiune de stări care, în ansamblul lor, îi servesc drept simplu 
instrument conştiinţei observatoare a universului, conştiinţă care se dovedeşte astfel ca fiind pe de-a-ntregul 

independentă de obiectul său. 

Nimic de acest fel nu se găsește la nivelul funcţionării kairice a conştiinţei: aceasta este animată prin însăşi 

intenţionalitatea sa, înţeleasă drept facultate a sa de a fi impulsionată de către propriile intenţii şi de a se angaja în 

activităţi care nu mai implică un obiect ci un obiectiv. Tocmai această indiferenţă în cadrul observaţiei şi această 

angajare, sunt cele care califică activitatea conştiinţei în funcţie de cum este ea întoarsă înspre Chronos sau înspre 

Kairos, pentru a se situa în faţa lumii, pentru a se integra în aceasta. Chronos prezidează activitatea de ordin teoretic 

a conștiinței; Kairos, activitatea de ordin practic. 
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COMPUTERS, REALITY AND DIGITAL SPACES 

 

  Cosmin APETROAIE 
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We want to read people’s minds. We want to live forever. We want to be able to store more and more information in 

our mind. We want to send and receive information that is similar to reality as we perceive it. We made machines 

with tremendous ability to transfer information.  

These are only a few of what human being’s desires are nowadays in the increasing of technological wave. The 
computers - the technology in general - is a part of our lives. Everywhere we go, everything we do has a close bond 

with technology.  

The concept of blending humans with machines has been in the mind of people since long before the industrial 

revolution. As futuristic as it seems, the blending of humans with machines is now becoming fact through advances 

in computing, communications and human-computer interface technologies. We try every day to create a machine 

that think like us who fulfill tasks human, but forgetting that is a competition of species surviving, which inevitably 

will pass as a "gene" so we can very easily get then moment when we can be exterminated. 

The technologies and interface designs issues associated with wearable computers, gadgets and augmented reality 

displays, rapidly developed fields in computer sciences, engineering and human interface design.  

Most existing augmented reality systems only provide a method for browsing information that is situated in the real 

world context. This is a system that allows users to dynamically attach newly created digital information such as 

voice notes photographs to the physical environment, through wearable computers as well as normal computers. 
Attached data is stored with contextual tags such as location ID’s and object ID’s that are obtained by wearable 

sensors, that so the same or other wearable users can notice them when they come to the same context. This is 

similar to the role that post-it notes play in community messaging. Sensors (accelerometer, barometer, compass-

geomagnetic field, gyroscope, light, and proximity) that we speak of are already included in accessories like 

smartwatches, smartphones, with a huge potential application in the medical industry (heart monitor), emergencies 

(location). 

Human beings will do everything that is possible to create the perfect machine, but they forget to “do” a better 

human. 

Keywords: digital spaces, human interface design, augmented reality, real world context, community messaging. 


